WHAT WE DO

Trina Solar’s C&I Solutions are all-in-one equipment and service bundles that make commercial installations easier, faster and more efficient for EPCs and developers.

Our C&I Solutions innovatively combine Trina’s world-class PV modules, inverters and versatile racking options. Combined with the benefits listed below, Trina Solar’s C&I Solutions can deliver better power gains and lower LCOE to improve commercial solar project value.

Whether it’s for a ground mount, rooftop, canopy/carport or single-axis tracker system, Trina Solar’s C&I Solutions team has the experience, history and expertise to deliver success for your next project or portfolio.

MAXIMIZING C&I SOLAR PROJECT VALUE

In addition to innovatively bundling components, our C&I Solutions team further maximizes project value through a host of other benefits, including:

- **Major component compatibility and optimization** - We work hand in hand with our inverter and racking partners to ensure that major system components are compatible and, wherever possible, optimized. This process eliminates uncertainty for customers, streamlines installations and helps keep projects on schedule.

- **Custom project scoping** - We custom design and scope each project specifically to optimize space for the best system power output using the bundled approach.

- **One-stop procurement** - No need to deal with multiple distributors and component providers. This one-stop shopping also ensures module and component supply security to help avoid any obstacles and delays in the supply chain.

- **Simplified system integration and interconnection** - Reduce delays with quick installations and streamlined component interoperability.

- **Dedicated service team** - No need to deal with multiple distributors and component providers. This one-stop shopping also ensures module and component supply security to help avoid any obstacles and delays in the supply chain.

- **Risk mitigation** - Decades of experience means C&I Solutions has a comprehensive understanding of solar best practices to help mitigate project risks. During this time, Trina Solar has compiled a trusted track record of bankability and project success.
Inverter Partners

- **CPS** - Offering 1000V and 1500V string inverters, with standard and Rapid Shutdown (RSD) integrated wire boxes available
  - NEC 2017 compliant with a range of compatible RSD devices
- **SMA** - Offering both 1000V and 1500V string inverters
  - NEC 2017 compliant for RSD
  - Central inverters also available
- **Sungrow** - Offering both 1000V and 1500V string inverters
  - NEC 2017 compatible RSD devices
  - Central inverters also available

Racking Partners

- **DCE Solar** - Fixed-tilt ground mount and roof mount racking options
- **OMCO Solar** - Fixed tilt ground mount and single-axis tracker racking options
- **PanelClaw** - Flat roof mount racking with single and dual tilt options
- **RBI Solar** - Canopy/carport, roof mount, fixed tilt ground mount and single-axis tracker racking options
- **SunModo** - Wide range of roof mount racking and roof attachment hardware

Operations & Maintenance Partner

**Omnidian** - For O&M support as well as performance guarantee contracts to protect solar investments. Including three tiered plans that provide:

- 24/7 professional monitoring
- Remote diagnosis
- Live customer service and support
- Monthly performance reports
- Preventative maintenance

Interested in learning more? Please contact us at [www.trinasolar.com/us/contact-us](http://www.trinasolar.com/us/contact-us)